Bulk heterojunction polymer solar cells represent a promising technology which could be an important player in the future photovoltaic market due to its light weight, flexibility, semitransparency, low cost, and rapid energy payback time. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of these polymer solar cells (PSCs) has been improved markedly in recent years [7] [8] [9] [10] and has now exceeded the milestone value of 10%, [11] which makes their industrialization to eventually commercialize them very promising. Moreover, by using the tandem concept, [12] in which two or more subcells with complementary absorption spectra are stacked on top of each other and connected in series or parallel configuration, the PCE has been recently boosted to near 11%. [13] Yang et al. and Brabec et al. recently published articles on organic single and tandem solar cell providing comprehensive reviews of the different device structures and their working mechanisms. [14, 15] Several studies foresee that there is still room for improvement. Dennler et al. predicted that organic tandem solar cells comprising two series-connected single junction cells would be able to reach a PCE of 15% assuming 65% fill factor (FF) and a constant External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) of 65%. [16] At present, those assumptions should be revised due to the fruitful and extensive research done in the last years developing and optimizing buffer layers, donor materials and morphology. For instance, Facchetti et al. reported a new donor polymer with high performance and a FF approaching values of their inorganic counterparts. [17] The FF characterizes how "rectangular" the J-V curve is and it represents how "difficult"
or "easy" the photogenerated carriers can be extracted out of a photovoltaic device. This parameter is crucial to determine the performance of an organic solar cell together with the short circuit current density (J sc ) and the open-circuit voltage (V oc ). There are several factors that can influence the FF in a complex way, thus making FF one of the least understood parameters among the ones determining the PCE. [18] Commonly, in the fabrication of PSCs, several actions have shown to be beneficial for improving the FF and hence the efficiency like, for instance, improving the morphology [19, 20] or choosing appropriate buffer layers that can help diminish the contact resistance (reduce R s ) or the current leakage (increase R sh ).
[21]
The buffer layers normally used as transporting layers in single junction solar cells also play another important role in multijunction solar cells as they are commonly part of the interconnecting layer (ICL). In tandem cells, the ICL serves as the charge recombination zone between the front and rear subcells; the ICL is vital in realizing high performance in tandem cells. [22] Further requirements for the ICL are transparency and robustness to protect the underlying layers against damage from further solution processing of the rear subcell.
In this study we report a novel ICL for multijunction configurations which provides FFs exceeding the ones of the single cells forming part of it and reaching values up to 76%, never reported before in organic tandem solar cells. Herein, we employed a MoO 3 /Ag/PFN ICL layer connecting two identical, inverted PTB7:PC 71 BM subcells in series. By using identical polymers in both subcells one can overcome the decrease in J sc , FF and, ultimately PCE usually observed in single-junction cells when the active layer is increased ( Figure S1 ). Figure S1a , a transfer matrix-based numerical determination of light absorption [23, 24] predicts a 14% increase in J sc for the same-polymer tandem cells relative to the optimal single-junction cell. The more commonly used PEDOT and ZnO ICL materials need thermal treatments that, despite efforts to decrease their temperature (see, for example,
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Ref. 25) , may still be detrimental for the bottom organic layers. In accordance, in the device architecture described below, we employed thin layers of thermally evaporated MoO 3 and the conjugated poly electrolyte poly[9,9-bis(3´-(N,N-dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene]-alt-2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)] (PFN) that can be deposited from solution without any further treatment. A thin Ag layer was evaporated between those two layers in order to favor the recombination of charges. It is also worth mentioning that only a few nanometers of PFN were necessary to obtain good electrical contact and to protect the underlying layers from solvent penetration upon the deposition of the top subcell. As a result, the FF of PTB7:PC 71 BM system was raised to a record value of 76% in the tandem solar cells while the PCE was raised from 7.3% in single junction to 8.2% in our best tandem cell.
The tandem device structure used here is shown in Figure 1 as well as the chemical structures of the PTB7 and PFN polymers and the device band structure. Two inverted cells with the same donor:acceptor materials were used, being the donor material the well-known benzodithiophene derivative PTB7. [26] The use of the same active blend in both subcells of a tandem cell has been considered in the past. [27] Recently it has been shown by our group, for a four terminal configuration tandem device of the same material, that an optical optimization of the field distribution is essential to obtain an optimized light harvesting and to overcome the absorption capacity of the single layer cell (paper to be published) which is limited by the charge mobility in the active blend.
In contrast to other related works our tandem solar cell is composed of two subcells with different electron transporting layers (ETL). In the case of the front cell a sol-gel solution of
ZnO was used while for the rear cell a PFN layer was deposited by spin coating.
In previous studies from our group we were able to enhance the photovoltaic properties of the PTB7:PC 71 BM system using direct structures. [5, 23] In the current work, we fabricated inverted structures of the PTB7:PC 71 BM blend due to its better stability as there is no need to use the acidic PEDOT:PSS. [28] We investigated the photovoltaic performance of single junction inverted PTB7: thickness of ca. 100 nm in both cases. After a vacuum-drying period the top electrode was evaporated on both devices, composed of 3 nm of MoO 3 followed by 100 nm of Ag. After fabrication all measurements were done in air without encapsulation and showed very similar results for both inverted structures. Device performances are summarized in Table 1 . Some differences can be seen from the EQE data of both S1 and S2 devices, especially in the 400 nm to 600 nm region of the spectra (see supporting information, Figure S3 ). In any case, the theoretical current densities extracted from the type S1 and S2 graphs are very similar between them and in accordance with the experimental results obtained. The EQE of the S2 device with PFN is rather featureless between 500 nm and 700 nm and shows an average value of 65%. For the S1 device with ZnO peaks of 67% are observed at around 480 nm and in the 620 nm to 680 nm range. Around 400 nm and 550 nm the EQE values of the S1 device are lower than those of the PFN. Such differences arise mostly because of the dissimilar extinction coefficients for the transporting layers that modify the field distribution inside the It is well known that in a series-connected tandem solar cell the photocurrents generated by the subcells have to be balanced to maximize the device performance. The optical simulation has been proven as a powerful and reliable method to optimize the layer sequence as well as the layer thickness of tandem solar cells [29] by calculating the photocurrents of both subcells.
After the effective refractive index and thickness of the different layers were obtained we implemented an optical simulation by means of the transfer matrix method to numerically determine the optimal device architecture following an inverted problem-solving procedure.
More details about the optical model employed can be found in references 23 and 24. shows that the current maxima can also be found for thicker rear subcells, above 130 nm, but these cases are not desirable from the electrical point of view because of the lower performance of solar cells with increasing thickness. [27] For this reason, we kept the rear subcell in our devices with thicknesses around 120 nm. Even if they are not in the highest current region, we could achieve 7.6 mA cm -2 for our best device, which approximates to the largest possible current of 7.8 mA cm -2 according to our simulations. The thicknesses of the active layers of this device could be measured by means of an atomic force microscope (AFM; see Supporting Information, Figure S4 ) showing values of 100 nm for the front subcell and 117 nm for the rear subcell. As indicated, a J sc = 7.6 mA cm -2 , a V oc = 1.48 V and a FF = 73%, resulting in a PCE = 8.2%, was obtained for our best performance tandem solar cell, and a V oc = 1.48 V, a J sc = 6.9 mA cm -2 and a FF = 76%, resulting in a PCE = 7.8%, was obtained for our best FF tandem solar cell with front and rear subcell thicknesses of 106 nm and 122 nm respectively.
For comparison, the experimentally-determined FF values of PTB7:PC 71 BM singlejunction cells were found to decrease with increased active layer thickness. For an active layer thickness equivalent to the sum of those of the FF=76% tandem cell subcells taken together (i.e. active layer thickness 228 nm) it is found that FF < 61%. Therefore, the stacked tandem approach results in an FF increase of ~25% (see Figure S1b in the supporting information).
The J-V curves of the type T devices can be seen in Figure 2 together with the S1 and S2
devices. Device performances are also summarized in Table 1 .
In order to verify the robustness of our ICL we used it in a tandem cell configuration composed of a front subcell of P3HT and a rear subcell of PTB7. Results can be seen in the supporting information. Even though the configuration was not optically or electrically optimized the tandem cell presented a FF 8% higher than the highest FF measured for any of the two subcells ( Figure S5 in the supporting information).
A more in depth study was performed on our new ICL: in Figure 3a In accordance to the k values of the materials we can see in Figure 3b that the absorptance of MoO 3 in glass is negligible. If 1 nm of Ag is evaporated on top of the MoO 3 a short broad peak appears at around 540 nm and finally when a thin film of PFN is spin-coated on top, to complete the ICL, a sharp peak at 400 nm appears together with the broad one observed for the silver. On average we were able to obtain a rather transparent interlayer as can be seen from the absorptance spectra of the ICL deposited on glass. Also, the PFN layer reduces the roughness MoO 3 /Ag layer to an RMS of 0.8 nm as observed by AFM (see Figure S6 ).
We also constructed the following device structure: ITO/MoO 3 /Ag/PFN/Ag and measured the J-V response before and after UV illumination (see supporting information, Figure S7 ).
The linear response suggests our ICL as a promising recombination layer. Using a Kelvin
Probe Microscopy (KPM) we measured the work function of the Ag/PFN modified MoO 3 .
The value for the work function obtained in air turned out to be 4.5 eV, very similar to the one measured in the same conditions for ZnO (4.3 eV). Reported work function values for MoO 3 vary from 6.7 eV for vacuum deposited MoO 3 to 5.5 eV for air exposed MoO 3 . [30] Thus, for our ICL, a high work function contrast is expected between the MoO 3 and PFN layers which will further improve the performance of the tandem device.
[31]
Insight on the key role played by the intermediate Ag layer to attain a large FF is provided by analyzing a series of devices with varying nominal Ag content in the ICL. The average FF of these devices increases from an initial value of 50% for the Ag-free ICL to a saturation value of 70-75% for nominal Ag contents of 0.5 nm and above (Figure 4(a) ). AFM imaging of test glass/ITO/MoO 3 (10 nm)/Ag(0 to 2 nm) samples was performed, revealing that the Ag is distributed within the ICL MoO 3 /PFN interface in the form of clusters scattered in a roughly uniform pattern over the MoO 3 layer (Figure 4(b) ). The average nearest neighbor distance (NND) between Ag particles calculated from the images was found to decrease with increasing Ag content up to 1 nm Ag nominal thickness, when the NND becomes negligible (Figure 4(a) ). 
With no Ag in the ICL

Experimental Section
Device Fabrication and Materials: PTB7 and PFN were purchased from 1-Material. A scratching technique was used for accurate measurements of layer thicknesses. [23] Kelvin probe measurements were performed using an ambient Kelvin Probe system (KP Technologies, Inc.). For the work function studies, an ITO-coated glass substrate was used since this measurement by the Kelvin probe technique requires a conductive substrate. The work function of the tip was calibrated using a gold surface.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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